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NIFHA would like to thank 
Martin Cowie and Amy Wilson 
for their work in preparing 
the 2020 Sector Global 
Accounts. We appreciate the 
valuable contribution PwC 
is making to the sector in 
providing these consolidated 
accounts and analysis.

Please note as these accounts relate to the 2019-2020 financial year, all of the images were taken prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.



Introduction
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For the first time in four years we can publish our 
Sector Global Accounts and reference a functioning 
Northern Ireland Executive. 

T he restoration of devolved government in January 
2020 was certainly a welcome development, following 
the publication of the New Decade New Approach 

document. It was pleasing to see that this addressed a 
number of key issues, for the housing association sector, such 
as reversing reclassification, extending welfare mitigations 
and moving to multi-year budgets for the SHDP (Social 
Housing Development Programme). These are all issues 
which NIFHA had been seeking progress on during the 
absence of government. 

In this our ninth year of partnership with PwC, NIFHA is 
grateful to Martin Cowie and Amy Wilson of PwC for their 
significant contribution, to producing these accounts. We 
would also like to thank Jonny Boggs for his input into this 
publication. 

While the financial year covered in these accounts ended 
on the 31st March 2020, that was after the start of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Although it had a limited financial 
effect on the full 2019-20 year, this will have a significant 
impact over the coming years. During the pandemic, housing 
associations working across Northern Ireland have shown 
the key role which they play, in creating and maintaining 
resilient communities. 

Our sector has continued to provide crucial services during 
this challenging time. Our role as a community anchor, 
has meant that housing associations have stepped up and 
maintained the delivery of crucial services to some of the 
most vulnerable in society. We have quickly adapted new 
ways of working, to continue providing homes, supporting 
tenants and investing in communities. 

Some of the changes which we have seen taking place 
across society, are likely to stay with us for the longer term. 
Our focus remains on building balanced communities and 
tenancies which can be sustained. Prior to the pandemic, 
we had already increased the financial advice and support 
which we provide for our tenants. These services will become 
even more important, as we navigate our way through the 
challenging economic times which lie ahead. 

The number of homes which we provide across a range of 
tenures and types, continues to increase. As the number of 
homes increase, so do the costs and our housing associations 
are focused on delivering this growth in a sustainable  
manner, both for tenants and the organisations themselves. 
We recognise the importance of partnership working, 
including with all levels of government, NIHE (Northern 
Ireland Housing Executive), the wider construction industry 
and our financial partners. 
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2020
2,635 

new homes  
completed

1,626 
new social  

homes completed

1,118
new homes provided 

through Co-ownership

3,266 
total staff

The sector continues to 
demonstrate fantastic 

resilience and adaptability 
to the challenges the 

sector faces and this will 
be critical as the sector 

deals with the lasting 
impact of Covid-19. 

£383m 
annual  
turnover

6.6%
increase in 
turnover

55,802 
homes managed

£84.88* 
average weekly rent

*General Needs & Sheltered Housing
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4.96% 
increase in number 
of homes provided



761 
new homes 
started

Although the sector is 
successful in expanding 
the number of homes 
available for rent, there is 
an expectation that demand 
for new homes is going to 
increase significantly going 
forward because of the 
pandemic.

31.2% 
gearing

£26,889 
average remuneration

5.2% 
increase 

operating costs

£8.9m 
increase in  
operating surplus

11.66% 
increase  
operating surplus

£1.313bn 
total borrowing 

invested

£84.88* 
average weekly rent

*General Needs & Sheltered Housing

The Year in Numbers
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Housing is the foundation stone for society.  
We know that the quality of home which people live in, 
has a significant impact on a person’s physical and mental 
wellbeing. Their ability to work and learn can be affected 
by their home environment. The importance of this has 
been further highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Housing associations are committed to continuing to 
deliver high quality homes which enable people to live 
happy and secure lives. 

Stephen Fisher, Rural Housing Association’s CEO, Neville Armstrong, 
RHA Chair, Martina Cranny, Housing Manager & Valerie Pinkerton, Senior 
Housing Officer hand over the keys to Rural Housing’s 500th home.



Update from the Regulator

2 020 has unquestionably been a difficult year across 
society and the long-term economic and social 
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic are still 

uncertain. In light of the difficulties faced, we wish to convey 
that we will take a reasonable and pragmatic approach to our 
Regulatory assessments for 2019-20. 

The COVID-19 pandemic, however, should have a relatively small 
impact on the Regulatory Judgements and Key Performance 
Reports for 2019-20 as lockdown measures were introduced 
in March 2020. Undoubtedly, next year’s review of 2020-21 is 
likely to highlight many of the challenges RHAs have faced as 
lockdown measures were gradually lifted only to be reintroduced 
in Autumn 2020. 

Significant changes to Housing Regulation also came into effect 
when the Housing (Amendment) Act (Northern Ireland) 2020 
received Royal Assent on 28 August 2020. The aim of the Act 
was to reverse the classification of RHAs as public sector bodies 
and this was achieved in October 2020.

The Act removes the requirement to seek the Department’s 
consent on certain issues such as the disposal and mortgage 
of properties; this is replaced with a requirement to notify the 
Department of changes. We have engaged constructively with 
RHAs in the implementation of these changes and welcome the 
co-operation of the sector which has demonstrated a high level 
of compliance to date.

Significant changes to Housing Regulation also came into 
effect when the Housing (Amendment) Act (Northern 
Ireland) 2020 received Royal Assent on 28 August 2020. The 
aim of the Act was to reverse the classification of RHAs as 
public sector bodies and this was achieved in October 2020.
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Regulatory Judgements Rating 1          
Rating 2          
Rating 3

The Department for Communities 
(DfC) has completed the second 
formal year of Regulatory 
Judgements covering 2018/2019.  
Housing Regulation Branch 
reviewed and assessed all 
Regulatory Standard Annual 
Returns and published Regulatory 
Judgements and Key Performance 
Reports. Performance remained 
high with the majority of Registered 
Housing Associations (RHAs) 
meeting the Regulatory Standards. 

84%
5%

11%



The NI Housing Association sector continues the impressive 
trend of ongoing investment in new homes and increasing 
the number of homes available to the public. Covid-19 is 
having a significant impact on the UK and Globally and the 
importance and demands on the Northern Ireland housing 
association sector have never been greater.

The sector had again performed strongly over the last 12 months 
and indeed over the summer of 2020 as we all deal with the 
impact of the Covid-19. As the sector expands the number of 
homes available for rent, there is an expectation that demand 
for new homes is going to increase significantly going forward 
because of the pandemic. In addition, the pandemic has caused 
a slowdown in the NI construction sector and the sector is 
perfectly placed to take advantage of this.

Housing associations own and manage just under 56,000 
homes, representing an increase of 4.9% on 2019. There are 
2,635 additional homes in 2020 compared to 2,416 in 2019 and 
this represents an increase of 12,000 homes in 7 years.

The sector directly employs 3,266 full time equivalent (FTE) 
staff. In addition, the sector supports a significant number of 
other jobs in the Northern Ireland economy.

Operating & Financial Review

Radius Community Event as part of the shared housing Together Building A United 
Community Strategy (T:BUC) bringing together communities reflecting the diverse make 
up of South and East Belfast  to experience cultural celebrations and cuisines from China, 
India, Hungary, Poland and Somalia as well as more closer to home;  at a hugely successful 
Cultural Diversity Day held in Ormeau Park.
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55,802 
homes provided

£4.5bn 
total assets

6.58%
increase in turnover

sod-cutting at Barnetts Road to launch a 
£2.2 million construction project that will 
help deliver 14 much needed homes for 
independent, older people in East Belfast. 
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Consolidated Income & Expenditure Account

2020 /  £000 2019 / £000 2018 / £000 Variance 19-20 / %

Turnover 382,537 358,924 331,147 6.6%

Operating Costs (296,978) (282,302) (262,611) 5.2%

Operating Surplus 85,559 76,622 68,536 11.7%

Profit on Sales of Assets 3,404 1,094 1,294 211.2%

Interest Receivable 778 583 605 33.4%

Interest Payable (34,620) (32,543) (32,150) 6.4%

Other Costs (8,670) (6,228) (4,196) 39.2%

Surplus for the Year 46,451 39,528 34,089 17.5%

2020 was another strong year as the sector generating a strong 
operating surplus of £85.6m compared to £76.6m in 2019 which 
is an excellent achievement. In 2020, two housing associations 
reported a deficit compared to one in 2019. 

The aggregate operating surplus for the year ended 31 March 
2020 is £85.6m, representing an increase of 11.7% on the 
previous year. Turnover stands at £382m compared to £358m 
in 2019. This extra turnover is the direct result of there being 
an extra 2.635 new homes available for rent in the year. The 
number of housing association homes has increased annually 
during the last 3 years as has turnover which has risen by £71m 
or 23%.

The growth in new houses has resulted in a similar increase 
in operating costs which have increased by 5.2% on the prior 
year. The challenge for the sector is to ensure it is controlling 
operating costs, particularly  wages and salaries costs which have 
increased at a rate above inflation for at least the last 3 years.

The ratio of operating costs to turnover has remained steady at 
77.63% in 2020 (2019: 78.65%), resulting in a small increase in 
the operating margin for the sector of 22.36% (2019 – 21.35%).

Controlling wages and salary costs is a challenge for the sector. 
Total staff remuneration, including employers NIC and pension 
contributions is one of the main drivers of cost and they have 
increased 7.4% from the previous year to £87.8m. There is a 
small increase in staff numbers of 1.63% however average staff 
remuneration has increased by 5.7% following a 5.6% increase 
in 2019. This should be an area of focus for the sector going 
forward. 

The sector continues to be a major employer in Northern 
Ireland, contributing nearly £88m (2019: £82m) in wages and 
salaries directly into the local economy. This represents a total 
contribution of £245m over the last 3 years. 

Image caption to be placed hereRadius is building 87 new social homes on the Coleraine Road in Portstewart.Belfast Pride- Team Pride at Choice run an incredibly successful 
internal event to support our LGBT colleagues- picture from 2019.



Wage costs have increased in prior years as the sector grappled 
with challenges in recruiting and retaining staff whilst Northern 
Ireland experienced record levels of employment.  However, as a 
result of the Covid-19 pandemic we expect to see a change going 
forward as the availability of labour increases.

The sector has again delivered a positive return, the main driver 
being an ongoing success in developing additional properties 
and thus generating increased revenues whilst managing the 
corresponding increase in operating costs. The ratio of operating 
surplus to total assets less current liabilities has been reasonably 
consistent at 2.0%.

As development in housing continues, with demand rising 
annually, the associations have met government targets for new 
housing by utilising their asset base to support increased private 
borrowing. The sector witnessed a net £233m of new houses 
brought into use during the year which is an investment of £0.6 
billion over the last two years.

The ongoing investment in housing stock coupled with additional 
replacement borrowings in the year has had a significant impact 
on net interest payable costs which increased £2.1m, compared 
to a modest increase of £0.4m in 2019.  Although the increase 
is significant, this debt remains a reasonably cheap source of 
financing. In addition, the increase is in line with the increase in 
turnover as the proportion of turnover required to meet interest 
payments has remained consistent with 2019 at 9.1%. This 
represents a decrease of 2% over the last four years from 2016.

Average borrowing from the private sector is currently being 
obtained at reasonably low rates but the ever present challenge 
for the sector is in matching the need for long term funding with 
the ability of funders to offer that long term money at competitive 
rates.

Gearing (borrowing /total assets less current liabilities) is at 
31.3% which continues the trend of increasing over the last four 
years and compares to gearing of 22.8% in 2016. This is due to a 
continued drive across the sector and the majority of the individual 
housing associations to partly fund the expansion in housing stock 
through external borrowings. 

The spread of investment in housing stock across the majority of 
the housing associations is a welcome trend we have seen over 
the last 3 years.

It is clear that the sector is in a strong state of health and that 
strength relative to size and activity now resides across nearly all 
of the associations that comprise the sector in Northern Ireland. 
Although Covid-19 is impacting all walks of life, the sector is 
continuing to provide services and homes and we expect the 
sector to remain financially robust into 2021. The lasting damage 
from the impact of Covid-19 is expected to increase the demand 
for the sector’s services and offerings going forward.

It is important that the sector continues to focus on generating 
and maintaining an operating surplus which is critical to fund the 
ongoing sustainability and continued growth within the sector. 

Operating cash flows are strong with the 2020 amount  just shy 
of £100m and £256m being generated over the last 3 years. 
In addition, it is pleasing to note that the sector has returned 
to being cash positive after a number of years of having a 
significant net cash outflow. A key driver of this is sectors 
success in raising new loan finance of £320m compared to 
£193m in 2019.

£89m 
wages & salaries

£1,562k  
decrease  in pension liability

2,635 
new homes

The NI Housing Association 
sector continues the 
impressive trend of ongoing 
investment in new homes 
and increasing the number of 
homes available to the public.
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Cashflow Analysis

2020 / £’000 2019 / £’000 2018 / £’000 Variance 19-20 / %

Reconciliation of Operating Profit to Cashflow

Operating Surplus 85,226 68,897 66,898 23.70%

Depreciation 68,705 62,476 60,253 9.97%

Grant Amortisation (45,104) (44,625) (43,952) 1.07%

Movement in Debtors 6,727 (14,794) (1,328) 145.49%

Movement in Creditors (6,327) 10,091 (2,306) (162.69%)

Other Adjustments (1,251) (2,669) (1,430) (146.83%)

Movement in Inventories (9,576) (209) (13) (4,481.81%)

Net Cash Inflow/Outflow from Operations 98,400 79,167 78,122 29.3%

Returns in Investments

Investment Income Received 698 595 591 12.44%

Interest Paid (35,401) (35,170) (31,671) (0.66%)

Net Cash on Investments (34,703) (34,575) (31,080) (0.37%)

Investing Activities

Housing Capital Expenditure (345,980) (404,281) (296,395) (185.57%)

Capital Grants Received 150,427 144,148 116,516 4.35%

Purchase of Other Fixed Assets (6,936) (322) (4,961) 20.54%

Disposal of Housing 44,796 43,324 15,802 3.40%

Cash Investments (15,338) - - 100%

Net Cash from Investing Activities (173,031) (217,131) (169,038) (20.31%)

Financing

Load Repaid (165,379) (59,928) ( 46,388) 175.96%

Loan Issued 320,289  193,257  163,843 65.73%

Net Cash on Financing  154,910  133,329  117,455 16.19%

Movement on Cash and Cash Equivalents 45,576 (39,210) ( 4,541) 216.24%
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

2020 / £000 2019 / £000 2018 / £000 Variance 19-20 / %

Tangible Fixed Assets

NBV of Housing Properties  4,224,329  3,990,501  3,716,063 5.86%

Investments 21,804 15,883 8,520 37.28%

Other Tangible Fixed Assets  32,897  31,944  32,904          2.98%

Total Fixed Assets  4,279,030  4,038,328  3,757,487 5.96%

Current Assets

Stock  11,897  5,965  6,555 99.43%

Debtors 73,873  93,216  96,792 (20.75%)

Short Term Investments 43,704  25,605  32,406 70.68%

Cash 128,014  85,095  115,971 50.44%

Total  257,488  209,881  251,724 22.68%

Creditors - < 1 year (258,060) (251,002) (210,464) 2.81%

Net Current (Liabilities) / Assets  (572)  (41,121)  41,260 (98.61%)

Total Assets Less Current Liabilities  4,278,458  3,997,207  3,798,747 7.04%

Creditors - > 1 year  3,667,552  3,426,302  3,259,581 5.37%

Personal Liability  24,768  26,330  30,353 (5.93%)

Capital and Reserves

Capital Reserve  2  2  2 0.00%

Other Reserve  82,238  79,262  74,187 3.75%

Revenue Reserve  503,475  465,051  434,278 8.26%

Foreign Exchange Reserve 423 260 346 62.69%

Total  586,138  544,575  508,813 7.63%

Total Financing and Leasing Reserves 4,278,458  3,997,207  3,798,747 7.04%
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The net book value of housing properties has smashed through 
the £4 billion barrier and stands at £4.2 billion representing an 
increase of £234m or 5.9% on 2019. The increase is driven by the 
continued investment in housing stocks with an additional 2,635 
properties which is funded through a combination of additional 
borrowings and existing cash balances.

Borrowing is the main source of finance, rising by £160m to a 
total of £1,313m in the current year. Housing Association Grant 
(HAG) remains a crucial part of the funding equation for social 
housing but has remained at the level of £2.4bn in the year.  

At the end of 2019/20, the proportion of housing associations’ 
housing properties (net book value) that was funded by HAG has 
again decreased further, down to 56.7%, which is in keeping with 
the trend witnessed over the last four years when this proportion 
was above 70%. However, while this trend can be expected due 
to pressures on public funding, the NI sector is still well ahead of 
the English sector where this ratio is around 20%. Social housing 
in Scotland and Wales is funded at lower levels than Northern 
Ireland at around 45%.

At the end of 2020, 31.1% of property assets of £4.2b are 
supported through borrowings which compares to 32.9% in 
2019. After several years where this percentage was increasing, 
the last 2 years have seen a decrease, reflecting an increased 
investment in housing properties in the sector using existing 
cash balances.

However, the security required to support new borrowing may 

£4.279
BILLION
fixed assets

£160m 
increase in borrowings

£23,316 
average borrowing  
per social  
housing unit

Residents enjoyed a fun day together with 
Clanmil’s Chair Joy Scott and Local MLAs 
as they settled into their new homes at 
Hawthorn Gardens shared housing scheme 
in Banbridge.
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increase with the continued uncertainty surrounding Brexit and 
Covid-19 and what it might mean for the financial markets. As 
we highlighted in prior years, the ability to secure and maximise 
borrowing facilities represents a key challenge for the sector 
and the sector needs new funders to enter the NI market who 
could deliver new opportunities for associations individually and 
to the wider sector as a whole. 2020 saw the successful use of a 
private placement by one of the associations to raise a significant 
amount of debt and we see this as an avenue for others to 
consider going forward.

The level of debt per social housing unit is a commonly used 
measure of indebtedness. Gearing levels have already been 
examined above, but in Northern Ireland, average borrowing per 
social housing unit of £23,316 represents an increase from 2019 
of 8%.

The value of stock has doubled to £11.9m.  This has been 
driven by more homes being made available for sale from new 
developments. The value of stock has continually increased since 
2017 when the balance was just over £3m .

There is a significant reduction in debtors of 20.7% to £73.9m 
due mainly to a reduction on housing association grant 
receivable at year end.

Cash and cash equivalents (short term investments) have 
increased by 55.1% to £172m at the end of the 2020 financial 
year. As discussed, the increase is due in the main to strong 
operating cash flows coupled with an increase in year on 

investment in new developments, funded largely by borrowings.  

The sector has improved its current liabilities position to £0.6m 
which is an improvement of nearly £41m on the prior year. 
This was an area of concern raised in previous years global 
accounts however a number of associations have taken action 
to renegotiate some of their borrowing facilities to move to 
medium and long term in addition to new funding that has been 
obtained in the year.

The profile of borrowing in the sector is set out below.

Profile of Borrowing

2020 / £’000 2019 / £’000 %

Less than 1 year 78,905 69,580 13.40%

1 to 2 years 83,944 139,372 (39.76%)

2 to 5 years 164,202 133,955 22.58%

5 or more years 985,705 809,690 21.74%

Total 1,312,756 1,152,597 13.90%
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Rental Debtors

2020 / £000 2019 / £000 2018 / £000 Variance 19-20 / %

Rental Debtors Gross - Technical 10,583 7,990 5,958 32.4%

% Rental Debtors Gross - Non-Technical 7,459 7,368 7,301 1.23%

Provision for Bad and Doubtful Debt (5,453) (4,728) (4,057) 15.3%

12,589 10,630 9,202 18.4%

Rental debtors in total before provisions for bad and doubtful 
debts have increased by £2.7m to £18.0m. Consistent with recent 
years, there is a significant increase in bad debt provisions which 
is a continuation of a worrying trend. However the impact in 
2020 is largely due to an overall increase in gross debtors as the 
level of provision of bad debts represents 30% of gross rental 
debtors which is in line with 2019. 

Consistent with prior years, the level of bad debt is below that 
in Great Britain where arrears have been impacted by welfare 
reform legislation, however it is continuing to rise year on year in 
the local sector.

The total capital and reserves of Northern Ireland housing 
associations have risen by 7.63% to £586m. Revenue reserves 
of £503m are now held within the sector, compared to £465m 

in 2019, although it should be recognised that 34% is backed by 
cash or short-term investments, versus 24% in prior year. The 
34% is in line with 2018.

2020 has been another strong year for the housing association 
sector in Northern Ireland! It continues to demonstrate fantastic 
resilience and adaptability to the challenges the sector faces and 
this will be critical as the sector deals with the lasting impact 
of Covid-19. There is continued growth in the levels of housing 
stocks which meets the sector’s mission for access by the public 
to secure and affordable housing.

The 2020 Sector Global Accounts demonstrate that the housing 
associations contribution is significant to meeting housing needs 
by stock improvement, new housing development and the 
creation of sustainable communities.

Borrowings due for repayment in the next 12 months have 
increased by £9.3m in 2020 however it is consistent with 2018 
and 2019 at 6% of the total balance. Where there is a significant 
movement, is in the amount due 1-2 years which has reduced by 
£55m and is a reflection of renegotiation of existing loan facilities 
and some loans being replaced by new loan facilities. The 
balance due 1-2 years is now more in line with the amount due 

within one year which is a far better position for the sector.

Borrowing sources are a range of providers including Bank of 
Ireland, Barclays, Danske, First Trust, Santander, Ulster Bank, the 
Housing Finance Corporation, the European Investment Bank 
and the Department for Communities with the private placement 
mentioned earlier a new source of funding in the year.

Minister Hargey with Co-ownership CEO 
Mark Graham and Chairman Sid McDowell



Financial Ratios – Growth (%)

2020 2019 2018

Growth in Turnover 6.58% 8.39% 6.28%

Growth in Operating Costs 5.20% 7.50% 6.22%

Growth in Operating Surplus 11.66% 11.80% 6.50%

Growth in Interest Paid 6.39% 1.22% 1.37%

Growth in Total Assets 6.79% 5.96% 5.61%

Growth in Debt 13.90% 7.97% 12.59%

Growth in Capital and Reserves 7.63% 5.22% 8.27%

Financial Ratios - Performance

2020 2019 2018

Turnover Per Employee (£000s)  117.1  111.7  101.5 

Operating Margin (%)  22.37  21.35  20.70 

Turnover /Total Property Assets (NBV) (%) 9.06  8.89  8.90 

Operating Surplus/Total Assets Less Current Liabilities (%)  2.00  1.92  1.90 

Working Capital - Current Assets/Current Liabilities  1.00  0.84  1.20 

Average Remuneration  26,889  25,436  23,297 

Average Borrowing Per Unit 23,316 21,679 21,034 

Turnover Per Unit (£) 6,794  6,751  6,525 

Average Rent Per Week (£) 84.88* 78.15 77.65 

Consolidated  Accounts 2019-2020

The above report was compiled by Martin Cowie and Amy Wilson of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.

The 2020 Sector Global Accounts demonstrate that the 
housing associations contribution is significant to meeting 
housing needs by stock improvement, new housing 
development and the creation of sustainable communities.
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*2020 Break in timeseries. Average rent = general needs + sheltered stock.
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T he COVID-19 pandemic is the prism through which we now 
view everything. At the time of finalising this report, there 
are promising signs that multiple vaccines will soon be 

rolled out across the UK and globally. However, the repercussions 
of this pandemic will continue for some time, in terms of the 
economy, and the Covid impact on the mental and physical 
wellbeing of both tenants and those working in the sector. 

Programmes such as Supporting People continue to provide 
a crucial service for the most vulnerable in our society. The 
funding for this has remained frozen for more than a decade, 
while both costs and the need for its services, continue to rise. 
It is hoped that there can be a sustained increase in funding for 
this programme, to ensure its continued viability for the longer 
term. Every pound invested in this, saves the wider public purse. 
It makes sense for the NI Executive to deliver this return on 
investment, through increased funding for the programme. 

We know that there is an urgent need to address the climate 
crisis, to ensure that our social homes are energy efficient, at 
a time when there are increasing expectations for more green 
space and the ability to work and study remotely. These priorities 
do not need to be competing, in fact they can be tackled in a 
complementary approach. 

In August 2020 the necessary legislation to reverse the 
reclassification by the Office for National Statistics, of housing 
associations in Northern Ireland as public sector bodies was 
finally passed. This provides security for housing associations, 
that they can continue to use private finance for the long term, 
to effectively match pound for pound the money received from 

government with private borrowing. As a result our sector is able 
to build twice as many homes as would otherwise be possible. 

The Northern Ireland Executive has committed to extending the 
current welfare mitigations with no end date. However due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, this legislation has not yet been brought 
forward. While the continuation of the mitigations in the interim 
period is welcome, we would like to see this legislation finally 
passed. 

In November 2020 Carál Ní Chuilín the Communities Minister 
made a wide-ranging statement in the NI Assembly on housing. 
This included announcing a rent review, which will look at all 
tenures. As a sector we are focused on affordability for tenants. 
We use rental income to repay private borrowings, support 
tenants, invest in communities and maintain existing stock. 
There undoubtedly will be difficult economic times over the next 
year. Housing associations will play a key role in the economic 
recovery through our construction of much needed new homes. 
This contributes around £1Billion to the regional economy, when 
we consider the multiplier effect and impact on the wider supply 
chain. 

The announcement about the reform of NIHE (Northern Ireland 
Housing Executive) is welcome, as this will enable greater 
investment in refurbishing existing housing stock, which will be 
good news for tenants. The Minister indicated her desire for NIHE 
to start building again. If we look at the example of the Glasgow 
housing stock transfer which took place under the last UK 
Labour Government, it is likely that any reform will necessarily 
focus on refurbishing existing stock for 5-10 years, before any 
significant new development can be undertaken. 

Financial Risks & Challenges

Trees on the land project (L to R) Clanmil Tenancy Support Coordinator, Rachel Dunn,  Cllr Philip McKinney, 
Alliance, Tim Nightingale, Tenant, Clanmil Assets Officer, Dermot Curley, Peter Hughes, Tenant, Clanmil Senior
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£287m 

As the Minister herself stated, money earmarked for NIHE new 
development must be new money, rather than being taken from 
other budgets. 

As a sector we want to work with the wider construction industry 
to deliver more mixed tenure housing. The use of FTC (Financial 
Transactions Capital) will have an important role in delivering 
a greater range of affordable and intermediate housing. On 
a related point the commitment to multiyear budgets across 
all departments, set out in the New Decade New Approach 
document, will play a crucial role in our economic recovery. This 
will be important for enabling year end flexibility in the SHDP 
(Social Housing Development Programme). 

A multiyear funding package rather than the current annualised 
approach will also provide longer term certainty of workflow for 
the wider construction industry. 

At the time of writing we still do not know exactly what the 
relationship is going to be between the UK and the EU, after 
the end of the transition period on 1 Jan 2021. While a Northern 
Ireland Protocol has been agreed, in addition to waiting to see if 
this is fully implemented, we also need to see what deal or not, 
Britain has with the EU. The outcome will have an impact on the 
UK construction industry, which in turn will have a knock-on 
effect in Northern Ireland. 

£4.279bn 
total assets

spend on acquisition and construction

55,802 
homes managed

Mountainhill - hand over of this site earlier this year, the scheme is located in Ligoniel
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